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Cryo-Electron Tomography

Koning et al., 2018 

Cryo-ET can produce a 3D macromolecular and sub-cellular structures 
in a near-native state.  



Visualizing individual organelles within cell.

Generate structural insights at a nanometer resolution 
in cellular contexts.

Mahamid et al., 2016 

What is cryo-ET used for? 



Conditions for the tomogram collection 

Titan Krios 300 kV 
K2 Camera-4K*4K 

SerialEM 
Magnification 33,000 

-50~+50 with 2° 
Total dose 60 e-/Å2 

VPP alignment and operation  
10 tomograms taken from 6 cells

Time consuming factors: VPP alignment and tilting increase…



How can we improve the performance of cryo-ET? 
Softwares:

SerialEM is a popular software used for data collection 
of cryo-ET. It still has rooms to reduce the time.

Research  targets:
Ribosome, Virus…these are good targets for sub-

tomogram averaging at a high resolution . 

Why do we pursue a high speed in tomography? 
Time consuming: 12 mins to 40 mins / tomogram;  

                           About 100 tomograms /day in my lab.

How about the performance of cryo-ET on molecular 
complexes spanning membrane using Cryo-ET? 



How can we improve the performance of cryo-ET on 
molecular complex? 

Bacterial flagellar motor is a good target for cryo-ET?



Over 7 motors locate at the cell tips in one tomogram.

Borrelia has several periplasmic flagella



How about external flagella using cryo-ET

Oikonomou et al., 2016

It might not good for sub-tomogram averaging due to 
limited targets.
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Conformational change between sheathed flagella and 
non-sheathed flagella

Multiple softwares are required to get a solid sub-
tomogram average. 



Multiple software available in image processing

From  Misha’s Twitter
Times are required for mastering these softwares 



Process Software Time

Data acquisition SerialEM 12 mins

Processing to the 
alignment files Motioncorr2 2 mins

ETomo 5~8 mins

Tomogram 
generation Tomo3d 20~30 secs in bin4

25 mins in bin1

Real case in one tomogram aiming to high throughput 
tomography 



Tip1: Set binning 4 under Record mode 

Saving 80 seconds.
Tip 2: Find the shortest time on Focus and Track 

Practical tips during the data collection on flagellar motor  

Tips………..

Saving more



High performance of cryo-ET

Sample preparation and increase research targets/
tomograms

LETTERRESEARCH

A further electrostatic contact with the C-terminal domain of Vps26 
induces movement of the C-terminal α-helix of one Vps5 monomer 
away from the rest of the coiled-coil bundle towards Vps26 (Fig. 2d), 
where it occludes the putative cargo-binding pocket identified in the 

human VPS26–VPS35–SNX3–DMT1-II peptide complex (Extended 
Data Fig. 4c, d). This is consistent with findings that Snx3-containing 
retromer coats may function in distinct cargo-sorting events from coats 
involving BAR-domain-containing SNX proteins9,12. Therefore, cargo 
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kDa Fig. 1 | Cryo-ET structure of the membrane-
associated retromer–Vps5 complex.  
a, Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE gel of the 
purified retromer–Vps5 complex.  
b, Section through a cryo-electron tomogram 
of retromer–Vps5-coated membrane 
tubules. Panels a and b are representative of  
at least three independent experiments.  
c, Ribbon model of the retromer–Vps5 complex 
superimposed on overlapped, low-resolution 
electron density maps from an intermediate 
subtomogram alignment (Extended Data 
Fig. 2e). On the bottom right, three copies of 
the same density (one is boxed) are placed 
at positions related by the two-fold dimeric 
interface formed by Vps26, illustrating how  
the coat can propagate around the tubule.  
d, Close-up views of the retromer model fitted 
into the final high-resolution density maps.
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Fig. 2 | Structures of interfaces within the retromer–Vps5 complex.  
a, Ribbon model of the Vps26 dimer interacting with four membrane-bound 
Vps5 dimers. Segmented electron density for the lipid bilayer is illustrated. 
The top view (left) highlights the two-fold symmetry of the Vps26–
Vps5 assembly. The cross-section through the model (right) illustrates 
interactions between Vps26 loops and Vps5 helices. b, Ribbon and surface 
models of Vps5. Surfaces are gradient-coloured by electrostatic potential 
from red (negative) to blue (positive). c, Adjacent Vps5 dimers form tip-
to-tip interactions between BAR-domain helices and lateral interactions 
between PX domains. d, Overlay of ribbon model and the electron-density 

map, showing that the C-terminal α-helix of one Vps5 monomer protrudes 
towards the Vps26 C-terminal domain. In human VPS26, this is where 
DMT1-II cargo binds in cooperation with SNX3 (Extended Data Fig. 4c, d).  
e, The apex of the retromer arch viewed looking towards the membrane 
(left) and from the side (right). It is formed by a homodimeric interaction 
of Vps35 subunits (interface in blue) on the opposite face to that on which 
Vps29 is bound. Vps35 residues D694 (D620 in human VPS35) are indicated 
by arrows. The mutation D620N in human VPS35 causes Parkinson’s 
disease. f, Cut-away view showing one leg of the arch. g, As in f, coloured by 
sequence conservation from red (low) to blue (high).
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Kovtun et al., 2018Guo et al., 2018

Sample, Sample, Sample.



–Richard Feynman

“It is very easy to answer many of these 
fundamental biological questions; you just look 

at the thing!” 

Thank you.



1, We have been aware that SerialEM is doing autofocus for 
2~3 mins. Can we have more room on autofocus steps to push 

the speed for cryo-ET data collection. 

2, Stage movement is continuous without any stop.

Discussions


